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We identify and explore the intriguing property of resource resonance arising within resource the-
ories of entanglement, coherence and thermodynamics. While the theories considered are reversible
asymptotically, the same is generally not true in realistic scenarios where the available resources are
bounded. The finite-size effects responsible for this irreversibility could potentially prohibit small
quantum information processors or thermal machines from achieving their full potential. Neverthe-
less, we show here that by carefully engineering the resource interconversion process any such losses
can be greatly suppressed. Our results are predicted by higher order expansions of the trade-off
between the rate of resource interconversion and the achieved fidelity, and are verified by exact
numerical optimizations of appropriate approximate majorization conditions.
Introduction. Rapid progress in experimental tech-
niques to control intermediate-scale quantum systems [1]
may soon bring the advent of new technologies that
will utilize quantum effects to overcome current limita-
tions of electromechanical systems and information pro-
cessors [2]. From a theoretical perspective, the first step
to achieve this is to identify which components of quan-
tum theory can provide such an advantage, i.e., to recog-
nize what actually constitutes quantum resources. Once
identified, it is then crucial to understand when differ-
ent resources can be interconverted, and how efficiently
this can be done. The ultimate goal is to find reversible
resource transformations, i.e., transformations that can
be perfectly reversed and that do not dissipate any re-
sources. Such questions can be treated in great generality
under the umbrella of quantum resource theories [3, 4].
With the above applications in mind, we focus on the
question of reversibility of resource interconversion for
intermediate-scale quantum systems, specifically in the
resource theories of entanglement [5] and coherence [6]
(for pure state transformations), and thermodynamics [7]
(for energy-incoherent transformations). In particular,
we ask under what precise circumstances we can engi-
neer reversible, and thus dissipationless, transformations
between a relatively small number of resource states. In
the above resource theories reversibility always holds in
the asymptotic regime, where one assumes access to an
infinite source of resource states [8]. This means that, in
the appropriate asymptotic limit, we can reverse the con-
version process perfectly, recovering exactly the resource
states we started with. Such an assumption, however, is
unjustified in many practically relevant and fundamen-
tally interesting scenarios. On the one hand, quantum
resources like entanglement and coherence will only be
available in small amounts in the near future; on the
other hand, in quantum thermodynamics we want to ex-
plore how the known macroscopic laws change when we
go beyond the thermodynamic limit and consider thermal
processes involving a finite number of particles [9].
A first attempt to address reversibility beyond the
asymptotic limit was made in [10, 11] for the resource
theory of entanglement. In [12] the authors developed
a mathematical framework that allows us to study how
irreversibility arises when we refine the asymptotic sce-
nario and look at corrections that arise due to finite-size
effects. This framework has recently been extended to
the resource theory of thermodynamics by the present
authors [13]. On a technical level both these prior works
deal with conversion processes that asymptotically re-
cover the resource states only up to a constant error. The
accompanying work [14] resolves this issue and considers
processes that have asymptotically vanishing error.
These analytical results together with the numerical
results presented here reveal the phenomenon of resource
resonance, a surprising feature of resource interconver-
sion that ensures that resource dissipation can be avoided
by carefully engineering small quantum systems. Explor-
ing this phenomenon and discussing its potential impact
on quantum information processing and thermodynamic
protocols will be the main focus of this paper.
Motivating example. Before we delve into the details
and present our results in full generality, let us first il-
lustrate their spirit using the following simple example.
Consider a heat engine, with a finite-size working body
consisting of n = 200 non-interacting two-level systems
and operating between two thermal baths at tempera-
tures Th > Tc, performing work on a battery system
initially in the ground state. As we explain later in the
text, such a process can be elegantly phrased as an in-
terconversion problem within the resource theory of ther-
modynamics, with the working body at cold temperature
Tc acting as a non-equilibrium resource in the presence
of the hot bath at temperature Th. While the working
body heats up from Tc to Tc′ , part of its resource con-
tent can be converted into work by exciting the battery
system. Now, a perfect engine with an infinite working
body, n → ∞, and constantly operating at the Carnot
efficiency would extract the amount of work nWC equal
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2to the free energy change of the working body. However,
since n is small, the energy fluctuations of the working
body are not negligible compared to the average energy,
and thus the engine operates beyond the thermodynamic
limit. We can then expect two kinds of effects. On the
one hand, the quality of work [15, 16] will not be perfect,
as some of the energy fluctuations will be transferred to
the battery. In Fig. 1a we present the optimal work qual-
ity as a function of Tc and Tc′ for an engine extracting
W = 0.95WC per qubit of the working body. On the
other hand, if we demand the work quality to be above
some threshold level, the optimal efficiency of the engine
may be affected so that it cannot achieve the Carnot
limit. In Fig. 1b we plot the optimal fraction of WC
that can be extracted when its quality is bounded by a
constant, again as a function of Tc and Tc′ .
In both plots we see clear resonant lines, indicat-
ing near-perfect quality and near-Carnot efficiency cor-
responding to reversible (and thus dissipationless) pro-
cesses, obtained while operating well outside the asymp-
totic regime with a finite-size working body. As we ar-
gue in this paper, it is in fact a genuine feature of all
resource theories whose single-shot transformation laws
are based on majorization relation. These include the
considered resource theories of entanglement, coherence
and thermodynamics, but also applies to, e.g., the stud-
ies of randomness conversions [12]. In all these cases,
we find that if a pair of states satisfies a particular res-
onance condition, one can achieve interconversion with
dramatically reduced losses, i.e., transformation that is
arbitrarily close to reversible even for finite number n of
resource states being processed. In what follows we first
introduce necessary concepts, then state the resonance
condition, and finally discuss how it can be employed to
avoid irreversibility.
Setting the scene. The interconversion and dissipa-
tion of general quantum resources can be suitably an-
alyzed within a resource-theoretic framework [3, 4]. In
a resource theory we allow only a subset of all possi-
ble quantum operations, and this in turn restricts the
quantum states that can be prepared — the so-called
free states of the theory. Natural restrictions may arise
from practical difficulties, e.g., when preparing a system
in a superposition of particular states is experimentally
challenging, but may also be of fundamental nature, as
with the laws of thermodynamics constraining possible
transformations to preserve energy and increase entropy.
A quantum resource is any quantum system that, in con-
junction with the allowed operations, allows one to over-
come these restrictions. A paradigmatic example is pro-
vided by the resource theory of entanglement [5]: Alice,
facing the restriction of not having access to a quantum
channel to Bob, is unable to share an entangled quantum
state |ψ〉 with him. However, if they are in possession of
a maximally entangled state acting as a resource, they
can use it to teleport Bob’s share of |ψ〉 using only local
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FIG. 1. Resonance in work extraction. Performance of the
heat engine with a working body consisting of n = 200 non-
interacting qubits, each with energy gap ∆E. Hot bath tem-
perature it set by kBTh = 10∆E (where kB is the Boltzmann
constant), the working body is initially at cold bath temper-
ature Tc and heats up to Tc′ in the process. (a) The optimal
quality of work, measured by the infidelity  between the final
and excited battery state, while extracting W = 0.95WC per
qubit. (b) The optimal fraction WC that can be extracted
per qubit when the quality of work is bounded by  < 10−3.
The dashed line in both plots indicates the position of the
resonance predicted by Eq. (8).
operations and classical communication.
In this work we focus on the interconversion problem
within the resource theories of entanglement, coherence
and thermodynamics. These are defined via the relevant
sets of free operations and free states, the latter of which
we will collectively denote by ω. More precisely, in entan-
glement theory one is restricted to local operations and
classical communication (LOCC) and the allowed free
states are given by separable states [5]; in coherence the-
ory one is restricted to incoherent operations and the al-
lowed free states are incoherent in the preferred basis [6];
finally, in the resource theory of thermodynamics (with
respect to a fixed background temperature T = 1/β) one
is restricted to thermal operations and the only free state
is a thermal equilibrium state γ at temperature T [17].
Rather surprisingly, all these three prominent examples
of resource theories are formally very strongly related, as
single-shot interconversion in each of them is ruled by a
majorization partial order [18, 19] (or its variant known
as thermo-majorization [7]). This not only allows for a
unified treatment, but also for a simplified representa-
tion of initial and target quantum states, ρ and σ, as
probability distributions, p and q.
Before we describe this mapping, let us first explain
the notions of multi-copy and approximate transforma-
tions. When considering transformations between mul-
tiple copies of initial and target states, ρ⊗n and σ⊗Rn,
the number of initial and target states will generally not
3be the same, i.e., conversion rate R may differ from 1.
However, since one can always append any number of
free states ω to both the initial and target states, with-
out loss of generality one can focus on transformations
between total initial and target states,
τi = ρ
⊗n ⊗ ω⊗Rn, τf = σ⊗Rn ⊗ ω⊗n. (1)
Now, it may happen that for given τi and τf the inter-
conversion is impossible, but there exists a state τ˜f that
is -close to τf and such that the interconversion between
τi and τ˜f is possible. We then say that an approximate
transformation is possible with the error level  quanti-
fied by the infidelity between target state τf and final
state τ˜f .
As mentioned above, the interconversion conditions
for all considered resource theories can be expressed us-
ing theory-dependent representations of initial and tar-
get quantum states. For entanglement theory, given
initial and target pure bipartite states, ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|
and σ = |Φ〉〈Φ|, with the Schmidt decomposition given
by |Ψ〉 = ∑i ai|ψi〉 ⊗ |ψi〉 and |Φ〉 = ∑i bi|φi〉 ⊗ |φi〉, we
can represent them via probability distributions
pi = |ai|2, qi = |bi|2. (2)
For coherence theory with respect to a fixed basis
{|i〉} one can represent pure initial and target states,
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| and σ = |φ〉〈φ|, using
pi = |〈i|ψ〉|2, qi = |〈i|φ〉|2. (3)
Finally, in the resource theory of thermodynamics, the
initial and target energy-incoherent mixed states ρ and
σ can be represented by
pi = 〈Ei| ρ |Ei〉 , qi = 〈Ei|σ |Ei〉 , (4)
where {|Ei〉} denotes the energy eigenbasis of the sys-
tem. We will denote distributions representing free states
ω by f . In entanglement and coherence theories these
are represented by sharp probability distributions s with
a single non-zero entry; whereas in the thermodynamic
case f is given by a thermal Gibbs distribution γ with
γi ∝ exp(−βEi).
Reversibility condition. The optimal conversion rate
R between n copies of an initial state ρ, represented by p,
and Rn copies of the target state σ, represented by q,
can now be expressed in a unified way for all considered
resource theories using a general asymptotic expansion,
R ' R∞(p, q)− r(p, q, n, ). (5)
In the above, R∞ denotes the rate achieved in the asymp-
totic limit, whereas r is the correction term, which de-
pends on the number of initial states n and the accepted
error level , and vanishes for n → ∞. Expressions
for asymptotic rates R∞ are well known for the studied
resource theories, with R∞ = H(p)/H(q) for coherence
and entanglement [20], and R∞ = D(p||γ)/D(q||γ) for
thermodynamics [21], where H and D denote the Shan-
non entropy and the relative entropy, respectively. What
is important for the current analysis, is the fact that
R∞(p, q) = 1/R∞(q,p), i.e., the asymptotic rate of a
given process is equal to the inverse of the asymptotic
rate for the reverse process. As a result, every resource
interconversion is reversible in the asymptotic limit, so
that no dissipation of resources takes place.
In the accompanying paper [14] we find the next order
in the asymptotic expansion of the correction term r for
all considered resource theories in the moderate deviation
regime, i.e., when one demands both error and correction
term to vanish with growing n [22]. The crucial obser-
vation is that for all α the correction term r depends on
a parameter ν = ν(p, q), which we will refer to as the
irreversibility parameter. Its importance lies in the fact
that as ν ≥ 0 gets closer to 1, the magnitude of r dimin-
ishes, and in the limit ν = 1 it vanishes. Therefore, in
the moderate deviation approximation, states satisfying
ν = 1 can be interconverted with vanishing error at the
asymptotic rate, R = R∞, even for finite n, and thus are
reversibly interconvertible.
For entanglement and coherence transformations ν is
given by [12]
ν =
V (p)/H(p)
V (q)/H(q)
, (6)
with V denoting entropy variance [23, 24],
V (p) =
∑
i
pi (log pi +H(p))
2
. (7)
Note that since the Shannon entropy H quantifies the
average (asymptotic) resource content of a state, entropy
variance V can be understood as quantifying its fluctu-
ations. Indeed, V vanishes only for distributions that
are uniform on their support, which correspond to max-
imally coherent and maximally entangled states. Hence,
the ratio V/H tells us about relative strength of resource
fluctuations in a single copy of a given state, and so the
resonance condition is satisfied for states with equal rel-
ative resource fluctuations.
Similarly, in the thermodynamic case we have [13]
ν =
V (p||γ)/D(p||γ)
V (q||γ)/D(q||γ) , (8)
with V denoting relative entropy variance [23],
V (p||γ) =
∑
i
pi
(
log
pi
γi
−D(p||γ)
)2
. (9)
Note that D, quantifying resource content in the asymp-
totic (thermodynamic) limit, can be interpreted as non-
equilibrium free energy of a state [21]. Thus, the rela-
tive entropy variance describes fluctuations of free energy
4and, again, states with equal relative fluctuations are in
resonance. Moreover, as noted in [13], V (γ′||γ) (for γ′
being a thermal state at temperature T ′ 6= T ) is pro-
portional to the heat capacity at T ′ and to the squared
Carnot factor for T and T ′.
Resource resonance. The moderate deviation analy-
sis of the asymptotic expansion for the resource conver-
sion rate predicts a resonance phenomenon. However,
the question that remains open is: how well does this
analytical result capture the actual errors and rates aris-
ing in resource interconversion of a small number n of
resource states involved? To address this problem, we
numerically investigate the interconversion problem for
small-dimensional systems, and compare the results with
our analytical predictions. More precisely, building on an
algorithm developed by the present authors in [13], we
find the actual optimal conversion rates for a fixed error
level, and also the actual error level for a fixed conversion
rate. The details can be found in the Supplementary Ma-
terial, and here we focus on presenting a few illustrative
examples.
We start by considering the following scenario: imag-
ine one has access to n systems, each initially in a state ρ1
or ρ2, and wants to transform them to a target state σ.
Moreover, assume that the asymptotic resource values
of ρ1 and ρ2 are equal, i.e., asymptotically one can ob-
tain the same number of copies R∞n of σ from either
n copies of ρ1 or n copies of ρ2. One can achieve this
asymptotic conversion rate also for finite n, but for the
price of error . This error depends on the irreversibil-
ity parameter ν, and thus for finite n the states ρ1 and
ρ2 no longer have the same value. Crucially, however, it
may happen that they are incompatible with σ in oppo-
site ways, such that the irreversibility parameter for ρ1
and σ is smaller than 1, while for ρ2 and σ it is larger
than 1. Thus, by taking λn copies of ρ1 and (1 − λ)n
copies of ρ2 one can tune the initial state to be in res-
onance with the target state, i.e., to have irreversibility
parameter close to 1. In Fig. 2a we show how such tuning
can reduce the infidelity of entanglement transformation
by several orders of magnitude. Note that this effect is
much stronger than the expected increase in fidelity due
to the increased number n of processed states that can
be observed for λ ∈ {0, 1}.
We also consider an alternative situation where, in-
stead of demanding conversion at the asymptotic rate,
we enforce the error to be below some fixed threshold
value . For the sake of simplicity, we can again focus on
a set of initial states {ρi} that are asymptotically equiv-
alent, and ask how many copies of the target state σ
can we optimally get for ρ⊗ni , with error not exceeding .
Now, based on our analytical results, we expect that as n
grows the conversion rate R will approach the asymptotic
value R∞ quicker for states ρi that are closer to resonance
with σ. Indeed, this is the case, as the numerical results
presented in Fig. 2b show.
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FIG. 2. Tuning resources to resonance. State intercon-
version under LOCC for a bipartite system consisting of
n pairs of qutrits. (a) The infidelity  between the tar-
get state |Φ〉⊗n and the optimal final state obtained from
|Ψ1〉⊗λn ⊗ |Ψ2〉⊗(1−λ)n. Different plots correspond to vary-
ing numbers of interconverted states n ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 30}, from
top to bottom. The location of the resonant mixing factor
λ∗ (dashed line) can be found using Eq. (6). (b) The opti-
mal conversion rate R between the initial state |Ψi〉 and the
target state |Φ〉⊗Rn with transformation infidelity bounded
by  < 0.01. Different plots correspond to initial states with
equal asymptotic conversion rate R∞ (dashed line), but vary-
ing irreversibility parameters ν. The Schmidt coefficients of
all states can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Finally, let us come back to our initial motivating ex-
ample (see Fig. 1) to explain it in more detail. First
of all, we note that it is a particular instance of the
paradigmatic thermodynamic protocol of work extrac-
tion [7, 15, 25], where the state we extract work from
is given by a thermal state at a colder temperature
than the background temperature Th. More precisely,
our aim is to transform n copies of γc ⊗ |0〉〈0| (where
the first system refers to the working body and sec-
ond to the battery consisting of n qubits) into n copies
of γc′ ⊗ |1〉〈1|, with subscripts c and c′ denoting ini-
tial and final temperatures of the working body, Tc
and Tc′ , and |1〉〈1| being the excited state of the bat-
tery with energy W . The amount of extracted work is
then given by nW and its quality is measured by the
infidelity between the battery’s final state and its tar-
get state |1〉〈1|⊗n. It is known that in the asymptotic
limit the optimal thermodynamic process extracts nWC
with WC = kBTh[D(γc||γh)−D(γc′ ||γh)] [21], which co-
incides with the amount of work that would be extracted
by an engine operating at Carnot efficiency between an
infinite bath at fixed temperature Th and a finite work-
ing body that heats up during the process from Tc to
Tc′ [13]. For small n, however, fluctuations can decrease
this optimal amount (alternatively, decrease the qual-
ity of extracted work), as already discussed before and
presented in Fig. 1. It is also important to note that,
since V (γc||γh) is positive and vanishes for Tc = Th and
Tc = 0, for all Th there exist resonant pairs of tempera-
5tures Tc and Tc′ , for which fluctuations vanish.
Conclusions. We have shown that finite-size analysis
can bring qualitatively new insights into the nature of
interconversion processes within resource theories of en-
tanglement, coherence and thermodynamics. This is in
rather stark contrast to the small or moderate deviation
analysis for information theoretic tasks based on quan-
tum hypothesis testing, including many channel coding
problems (see, e.g., [26–30]), where we instead see a be-
haviour that can be understood as a rather immediate
manifestation of the central limit theorem and its moder-
ate deviation analogue. Here, we have demonstrated that
the predicted finite resource resonance is clearly visible
numerically and is not dominated by higher order asymp-
totics neglected in the analytical approximations. This
makes us believe that the resonance effect could also be
observed in noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices in
the near future. Moreover, we explained how the pre-
dicted phenomenon can be employed to significantly im-
prove the quality of the conversion process.
On the one hand, our result may serve as a guiding
principle for devising optimal protocols for resource con-
version that would minimize losses by operating near res-
onance. On the other hand, it strongly motivates the
investigation of the second order asymptotic corrections
to interconversion rates in other resource theories. In
particular, one could look for such corrections within the
resource theory of U(1) asymmetry [31, 32], which could
contribute to our understanding of quantum thermody-
namics beyond energy-incoherent states [33, 34]. Finally,
while it is true that the resonance phenomenon is strongly
related to the majorization condition, it is possible that
similar behaviour can be observed in other quantum in-
formation processing tasks [35].
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6Supplementary Material
Here we explain how the numerical data presented in the plots of the main text was obtained. First, note that the
approximate interconversion conditions are ultimately specified by approximate majorization and thermo-majorization
relations. In order to find the final distribution that is closest in infidelity distance to the target state, and at the
same time satisfies the required majorization relation, we employ the algorithm developed in our previous work [13]
(and conceptually based on [36]). The precise details can be found in Appendix C of [13] (the python code is also
attached to the arXiv submission of [13]).
The data presented in Figs. 1a and 1b was obtained in the following way. First, the temperature and energy units
were chosen such that the Boltzmann constant kB = 1, and the energy difference between the ground and excited
state of the qubit ∆E = 1. Thus, thermal distributions at temperature Tx of qubits comprising the working body are
given by
γx =
1
1 + e−1/Tx
[
1, e−1/Tx
]
. (S1)
The hot temperature was set to Th = 10, while the initial and final cold temperatures, Tc and Tc′ , varied between 0.5
and 5 (with Tc′ > Tc). Now, for each pair of points (Tc, Tc′) the following free energy difference was calculated,
WC(Tc, Tc′) := Th[D(γc||γh)−D(γc′ ||γh)]. (S2)
Note that this is the optimal amount of work that can be extracted in the asymptotic limit per one qubit of the
working body. The process of extracting work W per copy is modelled by the following interconversion process
(γc ⊗ [1, 0])⊗n −→ (γc′ ⊗ [0, 1])⊗n, (S3)
where the second system is a qubit battery with the energy difference between the ground and excited state set to W .
For Fig. 1a we set W = 0.95WC and run the algorithm yielding the optimal infidelity  between the right hand side
of Eq. (S3) (the target state) and a distribution thermo-majorized by the left hand side of Eq. (S3) (the final state).
For Fig. 1b we set W = xWC with x varying from 1 to 0, until the same algorithm does not yield infidelity  below
the threshold value set to 10−3. For both plots we set n = 200.
We now proceed to Figs. 2a and 2b. Pure state transformations under LOCC are fully determined by majorization
relations between Schmidt coefficients of the transformed states. Let us then denote the Schmidt coefficients of a pure
bipartite state |Ψ〉 by ζΨ. The data presented in Fig. 2a was obtained for initial and target states characterized by
the following Schmidt coefficients (up to 4 significant digits):
ζΨ1 =[0.4309, 0.4300, 0.1391], H(ζΨ1) = 1, V (ζΨ1) = 0.1529, (S4a)
ζΨ2 =[0.5499, 0.2300, 0.2201], H(ζΨ2) = 1, V (ζΨ2) = 0.1977, (S4b)
ζΦ1 =[0.5121, 0.3300, 0.1579], H(ζΦ) = 1, V (ζΦ) = 0.1729. (S4c)
Similarly, Fig. 2b was obtained using:
ζΨ1 =[0.5436, 0.4264, 0.0300], H(ζΨ1) = 0.8, V (ζΨ1) = 0.2406, (S5a)
ζΨ2 =[0.6594, 0.2806, 0.0600], H(ζΨ2) = 0.8, V (ζΨ2) = 0.4024, (S5b)
ζΨ3 =[0.7119, 0.1481, 0.1400], H(ζΨ3) = 0.8, V (ζΨ3) = 0.5236, (S5c)
ζΦ =[0.4514, 0.4086, 0.1400], H(ζΦ) = 1, V (ζΦ) = 0.1541. (S5d)
As in the thermodynamic case, here also we employed the algorithm yielding the optimal infidelity between the final
and target states.
